Non-Surgical Cuddle Critter Blanket

Supplies Needed:
(1) Cuddle Critter
(2) 18” sq. of Cuddle
½” Seam allowance
Ballpoint 90 needle
Lengthen stitch to 3

Instructions:
• Place cuddle squares right sides together with nap going in the same direction.
• Round 3 corners and leave the 4th square (small plate works great for template).
• Sew squares together leaving a 3” opening in one side for turning.
• Trim square end to eliminate bulk in corner and turn right side out.
• Adjust square corner to lay flat, pin opening shut and using a wavy, zig-zag or decorative stitch- stitch ½” from edge all around the blanket. The stitching should close the opening or you may choose to hand stitch the opening closed before topstitching.

Finishing options:
• By hand, gather the square end 4” down from corner. Fastest method is to use running stitch with needle and thread, pull tight and wrap thread around gather take small stitch and knot. Hand stitch blanket to chest 1” down from neck. Place arm over stitching on blanket and stitch in place with several stitches in same place through chest, blanket and arm back down through blanket and chest. Repeat until secure.
• Work stuffing in hand back up into arm and body until you can put blanket and hand under pressure foot and stitch in place.
• Measure 4” down from square corner and stitch @1 ¼” vertical button-hole. Cut open buttonhole and insert leg. Gather the blanket to fit tight under arm, wrap arm around the top corner and hand stitch the hand in place to hold blanket.

Cuddle Critters and Blankets are machine washer and dryer safe. Use cold water and low/no heat.

Collect all seven Cuddle Critters: Penelope the Pig, Fergie the Frog, Poochie the Puppy, Maddy the Monkey, Bailey the Bear, Enzo the Elephant, and Darla the Duck.